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Socialist Party presents itself as only guarantor of political change in Spain
Appeals to the useful vote of electors

Madrid, 23.05.2016, 17:19 Time

USPA NEWS - The secretary general of the Socialist Party (PSOE its acronym in Spanish), Pedro Sanchez, began his primary
campaign for the legislative elections on June 26 with a call to the useful vote of the electors, stating that only if the Socialists win the
elections will be a political change in Spain.

The Socialist candidate said Monday that "the problem" that occurred in Spain after the elections of December 20, 2015, was the
secretary general of Podemos, the coalition of far left will go to the next elections in coalition with Communists United Left, "had never
wanted a Socialist Government" and that, in his view, remains in force. For this reason, Pedro Sanchez believes only be Spanish
Prime Minister if the Socialists win the election on June 26 with a sufficient majority, and will not be whether to get the Government
needs the support of Podemos.

"Vote to [Pablo] Iglesias is to vote against the PSOE," said Socialist secretary general, who warned that "if the PSOE does not win the
election, there will be not change" in Spain. In the same vein on Sunday he expressed when he said that on June 26 the Spaniards
must decide between him and the acting president of the Spanish Government and Conservative candidate, Mariano Rajoy. However,
the most recent survey, published this weekend, put the Socialist Party in third place, behind the conservative Popular Party would win
the election, and United we Can coalition, composed of the communist United Left and the left-wing coalition Podemos. This coalition
socialists wrest second place, albeit narrowly.
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